
Securing your business.
Protecting your people.
Insuring your future.
Solutions tailored to manage the risks you
face today and those you will face tomorrow.



TASK Insurance Group
Innovation • Experience • Commitment

In times like these, your business deserves and demands  
a committed risk management partner to help you build a  
responsive, multi-faceted and collaborative business strategy.  
We provide solutions based on a thorough knowledge of your 
industry and a strong understanding of the risks you face today 
and will face in the future. 

At TASK Insurance Group, our commitment and promise to  
you is a relationship empowering your company to access excel-
lence across a range of Commercial, Employee Benefits, Safety 
and Personal Insurance solutions. Excellence in the advice and 
risk insights you receive. Excellence in the knowledge, experience 
and client focus of professionals who collaborate with you to 
help you achieve your business goals. 
 
When you work with TASK Insurance Group, consider it done! 
Our team of seasoned insurance and risk management pro-
fessionals includes a leadership team averaging 100 years of 
industry experience. Insurance experience that we will bring to 
the table to address the specific needs of your business.

Since 2013, TASK has been providing all-inclusive insurance solutions with dedicated service across multiple industries and  
markets across the US. We are headquartered in the Chicago suburbs, but our reach is national. We are licensed in all 50 states 
and our team of seasoned professionals will mobilize to provide insurance solutions wherever you need us most.

TASK is not a typical Insurance Agency, but a trusted partner with a long-standing reputation known for guidance, flexibility and 
problem solving while providing a commitment that we will be there to answer questions both in the near and long-term. Our 
highly-trained insurance team with an average of 100 years of industry experience, managing over 900 clients, take pride in each 
and every one, regardless of company size. When you engage our services, TASK professionals will conduct audits of existing 
insurance policies to help make sure you have the right coverage and risk management tools for your unique needs. 

When you have difficult risk management challenges to resolve or simply want a trusted partner to help guide your  
successful risk management journey, consider TASK Insurance Group and consider it done! 

Our promise to you is  
our commitment

How we help sets us apart



TASK Business Insurance Experts bring in-depth industry experience 
throughout all Property and Casualty lines. This knowledge is applied 
when designing flexible, comprehensive insurance programs for the 
unique challenges and goals of every client, including:

Industries we serve 100 years of experience serving  
clients in the Food & Beverage,  

Meat Packing and related industries 

More than 50 years of creating Benefit 
Portfolios to help accommodate the 
ever changing Healthcare landscape 

An industry leading team of professionals 
averaging 100 years as professional 

insurance brokers and advisors 

Trusted by more than 900 growing clients 
in the Midwest and across America

WE ARE TASK

Whatever your needs, we have the solution

Commercial

TASK Business Insurance Experts 

bring in-depth industry experience 

throughout all Property and Casualty 

lines, knowledge they apply when 

designing flexible, comprehensive 

insurance programs for the unique 

challenges and goals of every client.

Employee Benefits

TASK Employee Benefits Specialists 

help clients navigate an evolving 

health insurance environment  

prevalent with uncertainty, complexity, 

and regulatory requirements. TASK 

helps clients with cost-effective 

programs for clients’ most important 

assets: their people.

Risk Management

Specialized TASK Risk Management 

Advisors are uniquely trained to help 

organizations identify, assess and  

mitigate risks, recommending tailored 

risk improvements and providing 

claims advocacy that can make  

a significant impact in the total  

cost of risk.

Personal

TASK Personal Lines Counselors  

provide individuals and families  

with access to some of the insurance 

industry’s best known and most 

trusted companies, providing premier 

solutions for everything from home 

and auto insurance to life, health,  

and disability.

With special expertise providing insurance to such hard-to-place risks 
as ice arenas. 

We provide distinctive, one-stop solutions for our clients current and 
emerging risks, including a full range of surety and bonding capabilities. 
Whether the need is Cyber, Crime, Employment Practices Liability or  
any other distinctive policy coverage enhancement, our team will design 
solutions based on knowledge of the risks you face today and will  
face tomorrow.

 § Automotive
 § Distribution
 § Food & Beverage 
 § Food Processing

 § Manufacturing
 § Technology
 § and more…
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TASK Insurance Group is licensed in all 50 states and has a 
presence in two of our country’s most dynamic and important 
markets and centers of commerce – the Chicago area where 
we were founded as well as Houston, one of the nation’s  
largest growing cities.

Growing to Serve You

Experience the TASK Difference!  
Contact TASK Insurance Group for  
a complimentary safety and  
property risk assessment!


